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Abstract

It was estimated that 46.8 million people worldwide are living with dementia in 2015. This number will almost double every 20 years, reaching 74.7 million in 2030 and 131.5 million in 2050.

Dementia is not curable today. Even though some drugs have been used in clinic researches, the drugs have side effects.

Clinic studies show, people with fewer years of formal education are at higher risk for Alzheimer's and other dementias than those with higher years of formal education. These results make us believe education, learning, mentally stimulating activities and memories have correlations from each other.

In our previous studies, we defined memories as environmentally acquired information or signals (charges) stored or retained in the brain neurons (synapses). We modelled the long term memories (LTM) as consolidated (charged) proteins in the synapses. The charges may be discharged, therefore the memories may be lost because neurons are degenerated or died.

Here, we firstly clarify learning is to acquire new information, not to repeat old information. We propose models to describe mechanisms of dementias caused by less mentally stimulating activities, and models of the education and learning to prevent, delay and/or treat the dementias.

We believe the health oriented lifelong learning (HOLL) is the most effective way to precisely acquire the environmental information and maintain correlated memories in different knowledge fields as well as is a mental exercise that speeds up cerebral blood flow, nutrition supplies, O2 biochemical metabolism and produces the biological energy ATP and neuron chemic media in the synapses; and burn the over stored nutrients that may cause or induce the diseases.

The more complicate and/or versatile the learning is, the stronger and/or longer the acquired memories can be maintained.

Our HOLL models based on clinic trials data have not any side effect as long as the intensities are health oriented: moderate or mild.

Introduction

It was estimated that 46.8 million people worldwide are living with dementia in 2015. This number will almost double every 20 years, reaching 74.7 million in 2030 and 131.5 million in 2050 [1].

Dementia is not curable today. Even though some drugs have been used in clinic researches, the drugs have side effects [2].

Clinic studies show, people with fewer years of formal education are at higher risk for Alzheimer's and other dementias than those with higher years of formal education [2-7]. Some scientists believe, the less the mentally stimulating activities, the more likelihood the dementias [8-12]. These make us believe education, learning, mentally stimulating activities and memories have correlations from each other.

To cure or treat the aging or aged dementias, clinical researches have been performed using music or song (sing) therapies with no side effects [13], and using electric stimulation with minimum side effects [14,15].

On the other hand, clinical trials showed, bilingualism delays age at onset of dementias, independent of education and immigration status [16], or lifelong bilingualism maintains neural efficiency for cognitive control in aging bilingualism [17].

However, we have not found any published models or theories to depict the mechanisms of the clinical researches, and/or to prevent or delay the diseases, in a perspective of biomedical and biochemical info physics [18].

We previously proposed models to investigate Alzheimer's disease caused by neuron degeneration [19] and neuronal signal processes [20] based on theories of electromagnetic fields, in a perspective of biomedical and biochemical info physics [18].

Here, we firstly clarify learning is to acquire new information, not to repeat old information. We propose models to describe mechanisms of dementias caused by less mentally stimulating activities, and models of the education and learning to prevent, delay and/or treat the dementias in a perspective of biomedical and biochemical info physics.
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Methods

We use published clinic trial data [1-17] and our previous published models of brain memories [19,20], meridian channels [21,22] as well as theories of biochemistry, learning [23,24] and artificial neural network (ANN) [25,26].

Modelling Results

Learning to build up and maintain brain memories

We believe, for brain recognition, cognition, classification and signal responses: information retrieving or recalling is mostly from long, intermediate or short terms of memories (LTM, ITM or STM) via brain circuits or networks; information processing occurs mostly in the working memories (WM) in working cortices.

For dementia, LTM, ITM or STM are abnormal or nothing, working memories have poor or no cognitions, and/or the circuits are dysfunction [19].

We think, for most aging or aged patients with dementias, their brain neural networks or memories are degenerated, damaged or dysfunctional [19,20]. Therefore, we focus on modeling the prevention or postponement of degeneration of memories and circuits caused by less mentally stimulating activities in this paper.

In our previous studies [19,20], we defined memories as environmentally acquired information or signals (charges) stored or retained in the brain neurons (synapses). We modelled the long term memories (LTM) as consolidated (charged) proteins in the synapses. The charges may be discharged, therefore the memories may be lost because neurons are degenerated or died.

In this study, we firstly clarify learning is to acquire new (not known, not familiar before) information, not to repeat old information. We believe the health oriented lifelong learning (HOLL) is the most effective way to precisely acquire the environmental information and maintain correlated memories in different knowledge fields as well as is a mental exercise that speeds up cerebral blood flow, nutrition supplies, O2 biochemical metabolism and produces the biological energy ATP and neuron chemic media in the synapses; and burn the over stored nutrients that may cause or induce the diseases.

Normally, a human brain has only 2% of the total body weight; however it takes 15% of the total blood flow and costs 20% of the total O2 supply [27].

Similar to do physical excises that intensifies motor and muscle functions of forces and dexterities, we believe, learning (a mental exercise) enhances neuron functions of brain memories and circuits; the more complicate and/or versatile the learning is, the stronger and/or longer the acquired memories can be maintained.

Importantly, health oriented lifelong learning (HOLL) has not any side effect in clinical trials as long as the intensities are health oriented: moderate or mild.

The principle of our models is, how we can acquire the memories, we can keep or retain them: use health oriented lifelong learning (HOLL) to build up and maintain multiple correlated memories in different knowledge fields.

Recalling or retrieving memories

(Figure 1) shows our simplified model to depict a mechanism to recall or retrieve specific information from long term memories (LTM) to working memories in working cortices based on published neuroscience data or models [28]. We assume the long term memories have been built up in related neurons (synapses) with conditional or unconditional stimuli and responses before.

(Figure 2) demonstrates our simplified model of retrieving two correlated memories of a concept of octave in two different knowledge fields. The concept can be in chemical theories [29] periodic table of elements and/or in music theories: periodic pitches. Obviously, if there
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is not any octave memory (stored signal or information in the brain), there will be only the autocorrelation of external input signals, and the neurons will have no idea what an octave is, though they have the correspondent recalling ability; if there is only one octave memory and a correspondent retrieving ability, there will be a correlation between the input and stored signals as well as the autocorrelation of the input signals; if there are two octave memories and correspondent retrieving abilities, there will be correlations between the input and stored signals and between the stored signals as well as autocorrelation of the input signals. The correlation between the memories represents an association [18-20]. We think the association can produce creative thinking.

Therefore, when performing signal stimulation, we believe the more memories with the same, similar or related concepts, the stronger the signal responses and the richer the association in the related working memories [18-20] and the less the probability that aging or aged dementias occur.

Figure 3 illustrates our simplified model of retrieving multiple correlated memories in different knowledge fields. The working memories can access the all of the long term memories [18-20]. Additionally, if one memory is incomplete, fuzzy or has errors, other correlated memories can accomplish, clear or correct cognitions or recognitions. The brain correlated memories can also explain why and/or how normal brains do not loose memories after some neurons die because of metabolisms or other reasons.

Generally (Figures 2 & 3), we think, cross correlated responses and related circuits are obtained by interactions between different signal stimuli or memories; while auto correlated responses and related circuits are obtained by interactions between the same or similar stimuli or memories [20]. The cross correlations involve conceptual and associative thinking; the auto correlations mostly involve materials and feelings. We believe the cross correlations can construct more complicated memories and circuits than the auto correlations do in our brain.

From the above models, we can extend, if a concept is stored in different knowledge fields of multiple languages, such as bilinguals, the responses or recognition signals will be stronger than that of monolinguals. Therefore, our models can explain why or how bilingualism can prevent, delay and/or treat (onsets of) dementias [16,17], in a perspective of biomedical and biochemical info physics.

To prevent or delay aging or aged dementias caused by less mentally stimulating activities

We believe, except initial learning, learning is usually involved in recalling or retrieving old memories and circuits as well as building up new memories and circuits, because the acquiring knowledge frame will be constructed based on the acquired knowledge frame. The acquiring knowledge can be wider or deeper than the acquired knowledge. Therefore, learning refreshes or updates the old memories and circuits as well as constructs the new memories and circuits.

It is well known that mathematics and computer sciences, physics, chemistries and engineering are math oriented knowledge; literature, history, languages, and arts are word oriented knowledge. Math oriented learning can be used to mostly train space time imagination, logical reasoning, deducting and inducing.

We think, the math oriented learning can enhance or build up complex brain circuits and memories (neural networks), so that the networks can learn association and can help to produce creative thoughts as well as can construct more complex brain neural networks.

Figure 4 depicts our model of the brain (mental) activities of knowledge. Generally or usually, it is not very hard for mathematic, scientific or engineering people to learn liberal arts, oppositely, it is hard or very hard for liberal or artistic people to learn mathematics, sciences or engineering, because books (or knowledge) of mathematics and computer science, physics, chemistries, and engineering include words.
figures and complicated tables and equations; books (or knowledge) of biology and medicine include words, figures and simple tables and equations; books (or knowledge) of literature and arts include words and figures only.

Therefore, people also learn, update, refresh or review word oriented knowledge when they learn math oriented knowledge; oppositely, people (almost) do not learn, update, refresh or review math oriented knowledge when they learn word oriented knowledge.

We believe frequent learning (including practicing) of new knowledge of mathematics, physics, chemistries and engineering can help learners to develop or maintain complicated brain function. The frequent learning of the new knowledge could make optimum results to prevent, delay and/or treat (onsets of) dementias. Therefore, we suggest people frequently learn appropriate levels of mathematics, physics, chemistries, engineering or foreign languages as well as perform some abstract or logic thinking as much as they can and as often as possible.

We also believe the best way to learn knowledge (Figure 5) is to hear, write/draw, read/speak/sing and watch simultaneously.

Based on our model in (Figures 3-5), for the health oriented learning, we suggest aging or aged people to progressively study moderate challengeable, interesting, and versatile knowledge, such as mathematics (including computer sciences), sciences, engineering, foreign languages, arts and literatures.

A fast way to obtain the memories is to learn new knowledge progressively at schools, where complete and organized training sequences are available. Therefore, we think, to prevent or to delay aging or aged dementias caused by less mentally stimulating activities, back school programs are the best education procedures to most aging or aged people, especially, to pure physical or labouring workers who do not involve much brain (mental) activities. In the education programs, they start a teacher supervised learning [22], not only they can learn new knowledge, proceeding in an orderly way and step by step, with optimum learning laws, speeds, stabilities, challenge abilities, interests or curiosities, and performances, but also they can refresh the old memories, such as memories of old teachers, school mates and other related people and things, to keep their memories sharp.

After the supervised learning procedure, the aging or aged people can be transferred to a partial supervised and partial unsupervised learning procedure.

Finally, an (almost) unsupervised learning can be their lifelong learning procedure [16].

We can design all of the learning procedures are health oriented and very helpful to prevent, delay and/or treat (onsets of) aging dementias caused by less mentally stimulating activities; they can be also used to cure or treat the diseases.

To treat aging or aged dementias caused by less mentally stimulating activities

To cure patients with dementias, who have lost most of their memories, we think we should teach them like to educate children or babies, to build up their memories from the beginning.

Mechanisms of clinical researches

We can use the model in (Figure 1) to treat aging or aged patients with dementias caused by less mentally stimulating activities using repeated specific auditory (music) or visual signals (images) to recall specific memories by enhancing or regenerating specific circuits and/or memories [24]. The responses in the related working memories are also specific. This model is our first priority to recommend to clinical trials. The repeated signals work like mental excises to intensify the brain circuits or memories.

Figure 6 demonstrates a simplified model of specific auditory (music) or visual (images) signals plus distributed electric stimulation through meridian channels [21,22] to retrieve long term memories. The electric stimulation works like distributed mental excises to enhance
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distributed circuits or/and memories. However, the responses in the related working memories are distributed too. Therefore, our model in this figure gives an explain the clinical researches [14,15]: the distributed stimulation improves the patient’s recalling abilities, but may disturb normal people’s retrieving memories.

Discussion

In a recent study [30], we proposed rehabilitation models of mechanisms, preventions and treatments of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (caused by toxic invasions) that is related dementia disease [31]. In that study [30], we recommend to use warm running water with massages, without side effects, in clinical trials. H2O plays a key role in the previous models. In this article, we suggest to use health oriented lifelong learning (HOLL) to prevent, delay and/or treat aging or aged dementia (caused by less mentally stimulating activities), without side effects, in clinical trials. O2 plays a key role in HOLL.

Generally, we think: O2 and H2O are respectively the first and second important nutrients/maters to our lives; they are respectively critical for our bio-metabolism for every minute(s) and hour(s); most of nutrition supplies come from our normal drinking and eating.

However, we should emphasize that HOLL is moderate or mild challengeable and intensive, interesting, not very hard; over learning (mental exercises) will hurt our brains (clinical side effects), just like over physical exercises hurt our bodies.

Though we focus on cases of LTM in this study, we think the principles of our models are suitable to that of intermediate and short term memories (ITM and STM).

We feel to learn or review textbooks together with our own children is not only encouraging them to study, but also is very effective to refresh or update our old memories; we also think to learn knowledge of health is very useful and significant for us to live healthily.

HOLL is not only favourable to aging or aged people and creative thinkers but also benefitting for job hunters. Based on our model in (Figure 4), we can infer why or how science or engineering trained thinkers but also benefitting for job hunters. Based on our model in (Figure 4), we can infer why or how science or engineering trained people can do some literature jobs; while literature trained people almost cannot do any scientific or engineering work, usually and relatively. Therefore, we strongly suggest (young) people to study sciences, engineering and foreign languages as much as they can, to be successful job hunters as well as completely or versatilely educated learners.

Conclusion

Our health oriented lifelong learning (HOLL) models elucidate that moderate education, learning new knowledge, and performing moderate challengeable health oriented mental activities have not side effects and can be the first choices to prevent, delay and/or treat (onsets of) the aging or aged dementias caused by less mentally stimulating activities in clinical trials.

The principle of our models is, how we can acquire the memories, we can keep or retain them: use health oriented lifelong learning (HOLL) to build up and maintain multiple correlated memories in different knowledge fields.

Our models of specific and distributed signals and responses respectively explain mechanisms of music (or other arts) and electric therapies to treat dementias in the clinical researches.
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